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AUTOMATED EVIDENCE GATHERING

FIG. 7 is a How diagram illustrating a evidence policy
execution according to one embodiment of the present inven

tion; and

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an example computer
system according to one embodiment of the present inven
tion.

Contained herein is material that is subject to copyright
protection. The copyright oWner has no objection to the fac
simile reproduction of the patent disclosure by any person as
it appears in the Patent and Trademark Of?ce patent ?les or

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

records, but otherWise reserves all rights to the copyright
Whatsoever.

Compliance Management System
One embodiment of the invention is noW described With
reference to FIG. 1. FIG. 1 shoWs a compliance management

BACKGROUND

system 2. In one embodiment, the compliance management

1. Field

system 2 is provided as a stand-alone appliance that connects
to a netWork, but the compliance management system 2 can
be provided in other Ways, such as softWare running on a
server, distributed softWare, or various softWare and hardWare

Embodiments of the present invention apply to the ?eld of

netWork security and regulatory compliance, more speci?

cally compliance management.
2. Description of the Related Art
Modern business enterprises operate in a complex regula
tory environment. Many enterprises must comply With vari

packages operating together.
20

ous government regulations both on the federal level and on

the state and local levels. For example, most public corpora

various sources. For example, the compliance management

tions (at the present time any publicly traded corporation With

system 2 can collect data from agents 4 and 6. Agent 4 is an

?fty million or more market capitalization) must comply With

the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. Financial enterprises, heath
related enterprises, and other more stringently regulated

25

30

example) and agent 6 is associated With a server. In a real

information from various collectors 8. Collectors 8 can be
custom designed connectors to connect to various netWork

devices and netWork management and security products
already installed by the enterprise. For example, the connec

control, best practices, accounting standards, business pro
cess policies, and other such internal rules and controls. The

tors 8 can enable the compliance management system 2 to

cost of complying With all regulations, rules, policies, and
other requirements can be substantial for a large scale busi
ness enterprise.

agent associated With and overseeing a laptop (in this
World embodiment, there could be thousands of agents asso
ciated With thousands of separate assets.
The compliance management system 2 can also collect

industries have their oWn regulatory frameworks.

Furthermore, many business enterprises have internal poli
cies and controls independent of government regulation.
These controls and policies may be concerned With security,
con?dentiality maintenance, trade secret protection, access

The compliance management system 2 connects to a net
Work 12isuch as a local area netWork (LAN), Intranet net
Work segment, or the Internetiand can collect data from

35

connect to, and collect data from, routers, ?reWalls, directo
ries (such as Microsoft’s Active Directory), vulnerability

scanners, security information management (SIM) products,
enterprise risk management (ERM) products and other such
products and applications. Also, some deployments of the

One common problem faced by business enterprises in the
control/policy/regulation compliance area is evidence gath
ering. Auditors often require some form of proof that a given

regulation is being observed. Furthermore, a compliance

compliance management system 2 may not use distributed
agents at all, in Which case information regarding various

management system should be able to monitor compliance.
Some information hoWever, is not readily accessible by usual

assets can be collected via an agent-less concentrator (also
referred to sometimes as an aggregator) 10.

control is implemented, a policy is in compliance, and a

netWorking methods. What is needed is a method and appa
ratus for automating some parts of the evidence gathering
task.

40

In one embodiment, the compliance management system 2
45

functionalities. Such functionality can be provided in the

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments of the present invention are illustrated by

50

Way of example, and not by Way of limitation, in the ?gures of
the accompanying draWings and in Which like reference

55

invention;

ers, users, routers, intrusions detection devices (IDS), ?re

ule for a compliance management system according to one
60

gathering;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating evidence gathering
according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a How diagram illustrating evidence policy cre
ation according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an evidence policy
editor according to one embodiment of the present invention;

assets connected to and/or visible to the netWork 12. Such
assets can include, but are not limited to, laptops, desktops,

Workstations, operating systems and other applications, serv

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a user interface mod

embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating prior art evidence

asset module 20 shoWn in FIG. 1. In one embodiment, the
asset module interfaces With the various agents, connectors,
and concentrators 2-10 (referred to collectively as “softWare
interfaces” or “distributed softWare interfaces” for simplic
ity) via the netWork interface 14 that connects the compliance
management system 2 to the netWork 12. The asset module 20

performs asset discovery by collecting information about all

numerals refer to similar elements and in Which:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a compliance man

agement system according to one embodiment of the present

implements asset discovery, con?guration, and management

Walls, printers, and storage systems. Assets can be imported
from various connected applications, such as vulnerability
scanners, directory applications, ERM, SIM, and other secu
rity-related products, and so on.
In one embodiment, the asset module 20 can also be used to

65

con?gure asset attributes. This can be done by an operator of
the compliance management system 2 via the user interface
16 exposed to the user by consoles 18a and 18b. There may be
more or less consoles, Which Will be collectively referred to as
console interface 18.
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For example, an agent can report a newly discovered laptop
computer. The agent can automatically report back on avail

The policy editor 32 can also provide access to a policy

template database stored on the data store 26 having template

able attributes, such as central processing unity (CPU) type,
the operating system running on the laptop, the types of

policies. A user can then create a speci?c policy instance

using a precon?gured template by saving the policy instance
as a policy. The policy editor 32, in one embodiment, also
includes access to a script-based policy language that alloWs

memory installed, and so on. A user (typically a system

administrator) can then add extra attributes to the laptop, such
as business oWner, business classi?cation, group, and other
similar attributes.
The discovered and con?gured assets can be stored, in one
embodiment, in data store 26. Data store 26 can be imple

for highly ?exible authoring of almost any type of desired
policy. In addition, the policy editor 32 can be used to edit

saved policies and policies from various precon?gured policy
databases as Well as author and edit policy templates.
In one embodiment, the policies that can be authored by the

mented as a disk, a data server, or some other physical storage
means. It can reside inside or outside of the compliance

policy editor 32 are highly ?exible. Such policies include
technology-based policies, such as passWord length and ?re
Wall con?gurations. Furthermore, some policies can be pro

management system 2. The data store 26 can include various
databases. One such database canbe an asset database, having

records corresponding With managed assets. The assets dis

cess related, ensuring that certain process oWners take certain
actions. Yet other types of polices can include some that
cannot be automatically enforced in an information technol
ogy sense. For example, risk assessment surveys must be

covered and stored in the asset database can be managed, in

one embodiment, from the console interface 18 by editing
various attributes of the assets.

In one embodiment, policy compliance functionality is
provided by the system 2 by implementing a policy module

20

22. The policy module 22 can enable a userivia the user

interface 16ito author and edit policies and policy templates
and apply policies to various assets. The policy module 22
also maintains a policy database in the data store 22. In one

embodiment, policies can also be labeled, grouped and orga
niZed according to certain prede?ned roles for personnel. For

25

speci?c policies associated With it.

various standards, such as ISO-17799. In one embodiment,

In one embodiment, the compliance management system 2
30

ing a risk management module 24. The risk assessment mod

ule 24 analyzes multiple sources of information, including the
compliance management system 2, to determine the risk the
enterprise is exposed to. In one embodiment, the risk man
agement module collects informationiin addition to the

the policy manager can be used to identify threats, de?ne (or
import) controls, and associate policies to controls to imple
ment the controls. One control may be implemented using
several policies, and a policy may be occasionally used in
multiple controls. In one embodiment, policies are applied
directly to assets or groups of assets. The user interface 16 can

35

compliance management systemifrom the enterprise’ s vul
nerability assessment systems, SIM systems, asset con?gu

also include a noti?cation module 36 to send alerts and

reports regarding compliance management and risk analysis.
Returning to referencing FIG. 1, the compliance manage

rations, and netWork tra?ic reports. Other sources of infor
mation may be used as Well. In one embodiment, the risk
management module determines a simple metric to express

referred to herein as “manual” policies.
The user interface 16 can also implement a policy manager
34. The policy manager 34 alloWs the user to organiZe and

apply policies. Policies can be associated With controls that
are designed to mitigate against speci?c threats, as de?ned in

example, “engineer level 1” can be a role that has a list of

also provides risk management functionality by implement

manually ?lled out by someone responsible for the domain
being surveyed, and a policy can include the requiring of such
a survey being ?lled out periodically. Since such policies
require at least some human interaction, they are sometimes

40

the enterprise’s risk pro?le using all the collected informa
tion.

As mentioned above, the compliance management system
2 also includes a user interface 16 Which is exposed to users of

ment system 2 can also include a self-assessment module 28.
The self-assessment module 28 maintains and accesses vari
ous self-assessment surveys that can be stored in data store

26. The self-assessment module 28 may periodically, or under
the direction of the policy module 22 or the user interface 16,
send surveys to various individuals for completion. The self
assessment module 28 can analyZe the results of such surveys

the system 2 by consoles 18. In one embodiment the consoles
18 are broWser-based, alloWing for administration and use of
the system 2 from any netWork-attached Work station, or
through a remote netWork connection. In one embodiment,

45

the user interface enables an administrator to select from a list

ence to FIG. 3. A person Would access a machine 42 (for
50 example a server) over a netWork using a remote or local

of regulationsisuch as Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), Gramm
Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPPA), Card Holder Information Regu

Evidence Gathering
Prior art evidence gathering is noW described With refer

access terminal 40. This person Would then open the applica

tion 44 of interest, for example the Enterprise Security Man
ager (ESM) application. This person Would record data from
the application 44 and from charts displayed by, and reports

lation Program (CISP)iand display functionality relevant to
the selected regulation. Similarly, the user interface can
enable an administrator to select from a list of standard frame

and provide feedback to various other parts of the system 2.

55

created by the application 44. The recorded data can later

Worksisuch as ISO-17799, Control Objectives for Informa

serve as evidence that the target machine and application Were

tion and related Technologies (COBIT)iand display func

folloWing certain policies or controls. This person Would
repeat this for every application of interest on the machine 42,

tionality relevant to the selected regulation or frameWork.
FIG. 2 provides a more detailed vieW of the user interface 16

according to one embodiment of the present invention.
The user interface 16 can implement a manual con?gura
tion module 30 that alloWs the user to manually con?gure
asset attributes, as described in the example of the laptop
being assigned to a business oWner (and other user-de?ned
attributes) above. The user interface can also implement a
policy editor 32. The policy editor 32 can assist users in

naming and authoring policies.

60

and for every such machine of interest on the netWork. With
potentially tens of thousands of machines on an enterprise
netWork, this can be, and indeed in some corporations is, a

full-time job.
One embodiment of the present invention is noW described
With reference to FIG. 4. Using the console interface 18 the
65

administrator can set up an evidence module 50 to automate

evidence gathering. In FIG. 4, the evidence module 50 is
shoWn collecting evidence from tWo machines (52, 54), but in

US 7,810,156 B2
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a real-World deployment, the evidence module could collect
evidence from many moreipotentially thousands ofima
chines.
In one embodiment, evidence module 50 can direct agents

agent receives the instruction. The instruction may contain

the evidence policy (including the action sequence) to be
executed by the agent, or the agent may already have the

policy cached.
In block 706, the action sequence begins to be executed by
the agent, resulting in the opening and manipulation of the
target application, and the creating of the desired vieWs and

(56, 58) resident on the monitored machines (52, 54) to per

form evidence gathering by opening and navigating applica
tions (60, 62) running on these machines. An agent 56 can be

embodiment of evidence gathering using the system of FIG. 4

reports. In another embodiment, the action sequence is
executed by the system 2 in block 706, and the target machine
is remotely controlled to carry out the sequence. The desired
vieWs can include con?guration, status, statistics, reports or
any other digital or visual data.

is described With reference to FIG. 7 further beloW. First,
hoWever, one embodiment of an administrator setting up the

is recorded, as indicated by the action sequence. A single

evidence module 50 is noW described With reference to FIG.
5 and FIG. 6.
In one embodiment, setting up the evidence module

explained above. Execution of the action sequence continues
in block 710 With the restoration of the machine’s original

a specialized agent, or a standard embedded agent, such as the

WindoWs remote desktop agent. In one embodiment, the evi
dence module 50 can use existing remote applications, such
as WindoWs Remote Desktop, to get the evidence data. One

10

Once a desired vieW is reached, in block 708, a screenshot

action sequence can included multiple screenshots, as

includes creating an evidence gathering policy, in block 502.
A simpli?ed policy editor 32 frame that can be used to create
such an evidence policy is shoWn in FIG. 6. In block 504, the
creator of the policy records an action sequence designed to
bring up a display of interest. Such action sequence can be

state.
In block 712, the one or more screenshots are annotated
20

IP address) of the target machine, the target application, the
agent name, the time of the screenshot, the title of the WindoW,

recorded using keystroke and mouse capture mechanisms.
The action sequence can include opening a target application

(e. g., the ESM application), navigating to a target display, and

With meta-data. Such meta-data can include the name (and/or

25

the user account used, the areas of interest in the screenshot,
and the areas to ignore. For example, some areas of the screen,
such as a clock, shoW changing information that is not of

creating reports and graphs representing desired information

interest. Then, in one embodiment, the annotated one or more

about a target machine. Referring to FIG. 6, a user can press

screenshots are delivered to the compliance management sys
tem. The compliance management system can store the

the “start action sequence” button 68 to capture the action
sequence in block 504.
In block 506, the policy creator indicates a screenshot

30

capture. This can be captured by keystroke capture, or by
using the “screenshot” button 70 shoWn in FIG. 6. This can be
done When the administrator (policy creator) is satis?ed that
the display of the application or the computer is indicative as
evidence of its current state or other desired information. In
one embodiment, the administrator can select the area of the
snap shot that is of interest or mark areas that are not relevant

in an automated fashion. Furthermore, since once created, a
35

screenshot can be of the Whole screen, an individual WindoW
40

operating system, or any other graphical limitation.
In one embodiment, the administrator can continue navi

gating to different areas of the target application, open addi

tional applications, and capturing additional screenshots,
essentially repeating blocks 504 and 506. In block 508, an
action sequence to close target application and restore the
original state of the target machine is recorded. In one
embodiment, the policy creator can indicate the end of the

action sequence recording by pushing the “end action
sequence” button 72.

When creating the policy, the administrator may specify

50

istrator may only Want to see one of the screenshots, and a log

of the duplicate instances, or only the meta-data associated
With the other instances. Screenshots can be cropped and
de?ned to only contain relevant information.

policy database, searched and retrieved. Other policy
attributes can be assigned as Well. For example, in block 510,
55

can be indicated. When the policy is completely created by
the administrator, it is saved in block 512.
The policy editor interface 32 shoWn in FIG. 6 is only an
illustrative example. For example, the start action sequence
button 68 and the end action sequence button 72 can be

The evidence gathering feature described above need not
be implemented in a policy-based frameWork, as described
above. HoWever, such implementation offers an advantage
When additional features are added to the evidence gathering
functionality, Which can be associated With the evidence
policy. For example, one such feature can be duplicate elimi
nation.

that duplicate screenshots should be condensed and in What
manner. For example, for identical screenshots,iscreen
shots containing the same relevant informationithe admin

The evidence policy can be given a name, e.g., using the
“policy name” ?eld 66, under Which it can be saved in the

an evidence destination (such as a dedicated folder or table)

policy can be repeatedly used to gather evidence from a large
number of machines, effort and man-hours are greatly
reduced.

Policy Monitoring

and should be ignored in subsequent screenshot analysis. The
or multiple WindoWs from one or multiple applications, the

resulting evidence screenshots according to the evidence des
tination indicated in the policy.
Since the policy execution described With reference to FIG.
7 is fully automated, various information of interest that Was
previously only accessible by manual access is noW collected

Another such policy monitoring feature that can be imple
mented is red-?agging and baseline ?nding. For example, if a
certain report is gathered from one thousand laptops, and the
thousand report screenshots are 95 percent identical, then an
inference can be made that most machines are con?gured

correctly, and the remaining 5 percent represent the reports of
60

implemented using a single start/ stop button. In another
embodiment, a standard recording/playback interface (such

interest. In this manner, normal con?guration/ state can be
baselined, and outliers detected. This focuses the scarce time
of the administrator to the machines of interest.

as those found on VHS and DVD recorders) can be provided.

In one embodiment, by gathering and comparing the pieces

One embodiment of evidence policy execution is described
With reference to FIG. 7. In block 702, the compliance man

of evidence or screenshots, the system can create groups of
assets or machines that have the same con?guration. When

65

agement system 2 begins execution of the policy by instruct

comparing pieces of evidence or screenshots, the algorithm

ing an agent on a target machine to begin. In block 704, the

can ignore pieces or the evidence or screenshots as instructed

US 7,810,156 B2
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by the policy. In one embodiment, the policy can also include
rules to align the data or images to help the algorithm compare
them.

optical disks, compact disc read-only memories (CD-ROMs),
and magneto-optical disks, read-only memories (ROMs),
random access memories (RAMs), erasable programmable

Example Computer System

read-only memories (EPROMs), electrically erasable pro
grammable read-only memories (EEPROMs), magnetic or

Various embodiments of the present invention have been
described in the context of a server that performs compliance,
security, and risk management functionalities, and a broWser/
console interface operable to access and vieW those function
alities. An example computer system on Which such server

optical cards, ?ash memory, or other type of media/machine
readable medium suitable for storing instructions. Moreover,
embodiments of the present invention may also be doWn
loaded as a computer program product, Wherein the program
may be transferred from a remote computer to a requesting
computer by Way of data signals embodied in a carrier Wave
or other propagation medium via a communication link (e. g.,
a modem or netWork connection).
While the invention has been described in terms of several

and/or console interface can be implemented in noW
described With reference to FIG. 8. Numerous features
described With reference to FIG. 8 can be omitted, e.g., a
server Will generally not include video display unit 1810.
Computer system 1800 that may be used to perform one or
more of the operations described herein. In alternative
embodiments, the machine may comprise a netWork router, a

embodiments, those skilled in the art Will recogniZe that the
invention is not limited to the embodiments described, but can

netWork sWitch, a netWork bridge, Personal Digital Assistant

be practiced With modi?cation and alteration Within the spirit
and scope of the appended claims. The description is thus to
be regarded as illustrative instead of limiting.

(PDA), a cellular telephone, a Web appliance or any machine

capable of executing a sequence of instructions that specify
actions to be taken by that machine.

20

The computer system 1800 includes a processor 1802, a
main memory 1804 and a static memory 1806, Which com
municate With each other via a bus 1808. The computer sys
tem 1800 may further include a video display unit 1810 (e.g.,

a liquid crystal display (LCD) or a cathode ray tube (CRT)).
The computer system 1800 also includes an alpha-numeric
input device 1812 (e.g., a keyboard), a cursor control device
1814 (e.g., a mouse), a disk drive unit 1816, and a netWork
interface device 1820.
The disk drive unit 1816 includes a machine-readable
medium 1824 on Which is stored a set of instructions (i.e.,

What is claimed is:

25

by selectively capturing screenshots of target vieWs
based on areas of interest and by annotating the gathered
evidence data With meta-data;
receiving the annotated evidence data from the plurality of

30

machines;
storing the received evidence data; and
determining a baseline evidence data by counting the num

software) 1826 embodying any one, or all, of the methodolo
gies described above. The softWare 1826 is also shoWn to
reside, completely or at least partially, Within the main
memory 1804 and/or Within the processor 1802. The softWare

1. A method performed by a compliance management sys
tem comprising:
instructing a plurality of machines to gather evidence data

bers of identical screenshots of the target vieWs received
from the plurality of the machines.

1826 may further be transmitted or received via the netWork

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein instructing the plurality
of machines comprises sending to each of the plurality of

interface device 1822. For the purposes of this speci?cation,

machines an action sequence to execute, the action sequence
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the term “machine-readable medium” shall be taken to

comprising a pre-recorded sequence of keystrokes, mouse

include any medium that is capable of storing or encoding a
sequence of instructions for execution by the computer and

clicks, and screenshot captures.
3. The method of claim 2, Wherein the instructing of the
plurality of machines and the storing of the received evidence
data is performed according to an evidence policy.
4. The method of claim 3, Wherein the evidence policy
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that cause the computer to perform any one of the method

ologies of the present invention. The term “machine-readable
medium” shall accordingly be taken to include, but not be

limited to, solid-state memories, optical and magnetic disks,
and carrier Wave signals.
General Matters
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In the description above, for the purposes of explanation,
numerous speci?c details have been set forth. HoWever, it is
understood that embodiments of the invention may be prac

ticed Without these speci?c details. In other instances, Well
knoWn circuits, structures and techniques have not been
shoWn in detail in order not to obscure the understanding of
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5. The method of claim 1, further comprising removing
duplicate screenshots from the evidence data received from
the plurality of machines.
6. The method of claim 5, further comprising retaining
meta-data associated With removed duplicate screenshots.

7. A compliance management system comprising:
a netWork interface to send an instruction to a plurality of

this description.
Embodiments of the present invention include various pro
cesses. The processes may be performed by hardWare com
ponents or may be embodied in machine-executable instruc

comprises the action sequence and an indication of a location
to store the received evidence data.

machines to gather evidence data by capturing screen
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shots of target vieWs based on areas of interest and

annotating the gathered evidence data With meta-data,

tions, Which may be used to cause one or more processors

and to receive the annotated evidence data from the

programmed With the instructions to perform the processes.
Alternatively, the processes may be performed by a combi

plurality of machines;

nation of hardWare and softWare.
Embodiments of the present invention may be provided as
a computer program product that may include a machine
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With the sending of the instruction, Wherein the proces

readable medium having stored thereon instructions, Which

sor determines a baseline screenshot by counting the
number of identical screenshots received from said

may be used to program a computer (or other electronic
device) to perform a process according to one or more

embodiments of the present invention. The machine-readable
medium may include, but is not limited to, ?oppy diskettes,

a data store to store the received evidence data; and a
processor to determine a location to store the received
evidence data based on an evidence policy associated
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machines and generates an alert by comparing the
screenshots captured in the received evidence data With
said baseline screenshot.

US 7,810,156 B2
9
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8. The compliance management system of claim 7,

editor comprising graphic controls to record of an action

Wherein the instruction comprises a pre-recorded action
sequence of keystrokes, mouse-clicks, and screenshot cap

sequence of keystrokes, mouse-clicks, and screenshots.
11. The compliance management system of claim 10,

tures.

9. The compliance management system of claim 7,
Wherein the processor removes duplicate screenshots from
the evidence data received from the plurality of machines.

10. The compliance management system of claim 7, fur
ther comprising a user interface, said user interface compris

ing:

Wherein the graphic controls include a start action sequence

button operable to begin the recording of the action sequence
and an end action sequence button operable to ?nish the

recording of the action sequence.
12. The compliance management system of claim 11,
Wherein the start action sequence button and end action
10 sequence button comprise the same button.

a policy editor to create and edit an evidence policy used to

collect evidence data from a remote machine, the policy

*

*

*

*
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